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MFS system 
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MFS components 
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MFS physical component 

Wind drag coefficient=  
neutral component (compute by Wave model) and turbolent part  
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MFS biogeochemical 
component 

Assimilation of available surface chlorophyll concentration measured by Satellite  
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MyOcean catalogue www.myocean.eu 
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Med-MFC-currents 

• Sea Surface Height    
• Temperature 
• Salinity 
• Currents 

• Stokes drift currents 
• Wavenumber 

✔ 

Med-MFC-biogeochemistry 

• Chlorophyll 
• Nutrients 

• Dissolved Oxygen conc. 
• Primary production 
• Phytoplankton biomass 

bi-weekly: 10-day forecast 
once: analysis 

daily: 10-day forecast 
weekly: 15-day analysis 
once: reanalysis 
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Forecast August 27: velocity at surface 

 horizontal current  
at surface from OGCM 

Stokes drift from  
the wave model 
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Forecast August 27: velocity at surface 

August 25-26-27: strong south-west wind  

 horizontal current  
at surface from OGCM 

Stokes drift from  
the wave model 
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Data for the assimilation 
Med-MFC forecasting system assimilates operationally: 
•  Argo float vertical profiles of T and S 
• CTD vertical profiles of T and S 
• XBT vertical profiles of T 
• SLA satellite data along track 
• OA-SST satellite maps 
• OCEAN COLOUR satellire maps 

Med-MFC forecasting system assimilates non-operationally: 
•  Argo float trajectories (Nilsson et al., 2011) 
• Glider profiles of T and S (Dobricic et al., 2010) 
• SST variational assimilation of L3 products 
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from 24/10/2011  
to 08/11/2011 

Argo rms-misfit (SALINITY)  at 30m 
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Argo float trajectories 
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Argo float trajectories 
assimilation (Nilsson et al. 2011) 

Algerian current region 

A trajectory model was implemented in the non liner observational operator 
providing a possibility to correct the modeled velocity fields by the observed Argo 

surfacing coordinates (the corrections of the velocity fields due to trajectory 
assimilation has an impact also on SLA and the 3D mass field). 
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OGCM future upgrades 
•  Med-currents 

–  Introduction of atmospheric pressure term 
–  Improvement of the vertical mixing parameterisation 

(now we use PP + enhanced vertical diffusion) 
–  wave-current interaction-> further development 
–  LOBC 

•  Med-biogeochemistry 
–  enhancement of model horizontal grid resolution (from 

1/8 to 1/16 as the Med-currents. The vertical grids will 
be the same , 72 z leveles). 
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Cal Val Network with the MOON partners 

Moored buoy from MyOcean 9.5-MOON partners  
available through Med-Portal or a dedicate ftp in NRT   
Moored buoy and model from MyOcean 9.5-MOON partners  
available through Med-Portal or a dedicate ftp in NRT   
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Pinardi et al. 2004 

Iera-Petra gyre  

General circulation in the Med sea 
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